ROMANIT® Natural Limewash
Pure Slaked Limewash for an Old-World Look and Feel
KEIM understands lime wash more than most, having been producing
them since 1878. Lime has been used for centuries and are 100%
natural giving your paint projects an authentic old-world aesthetic
unmatched in modern acrylic paints. Romanit is ideal for historic
restoration and preservation and meets or exceeds all requirements of
local, state and federal agencies. The unique combination of vapor
permeability, low surface tension during drying and curing and the
reversible nature of lime makes Romanit perfect for delicate historic
surfaces, both indoors and outside.

ROMANIT DELIVERS UNIQUE BENEFITS

- Natural slaked lime—when only pure
lime will do, Romanit uses only aged
lime for added quality and control of
colors
- Reversible for preservation—lime
finishes are reversible within the first
five days and ideal for extremely
delicate surfaces
NATURAL SLAKED LIMEWASH FOR PRESERVATION AND NEW
Beautiful color options—mineral colors
CONSTRUCTION
are rich, vibrant and won’t fade and
the lime binder ensures whites won’t
And Romanit is produced in a controlled environment for quality and
amber or yellow over time
batch-to-batch consistency not found in field-mixed lime paints. Colors
Old World Appearance—both historic
are vibrant and true and will never yellow or lose intensity. Lime is a
and new masonry benefit from the
softer finish, however and will gently age to provide a time-worn patina
mottled appearance and patina of pure
in just years outdoors. Apply as an opaque paint finish, distress for a
lime
more antiqued look or thin to create a washed or stained appearance.
- Safe--Class A Building Material won’t
WHERE TO USE:
burn and in case of fire will not
- Historic Restoration—the look and feel of authentic limewash is
contribute fuel or noxious smoke
incomparable in modern finishes. Calcification of lime binder
- Vapor Permeable—limewash is
fortifies and strengthens historic stucco and masonry surfaces.
extremely vapor permeable and will
- Interiors--where a unique, old-world or mottled finish is desired
allow moisture to freely escape without
with a suede-like feel. No need for primer over new or old
damage to the finish
plaster walls.
- Healthy living--for those with chemical sensitivities and allergies—
no allergy triggers
- Modern Masonry Exteriors—when authentic limewash
appearance is desired—easy to create distressed finishes.
- Porous Surfaces—Romanit must penetrate stucco, masonry or
plaster. Primer must be used on previously painted surfaces.
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